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Why did I write this book? Because French expressions
fascinate me and there is simply not enough time in my
lessons to share all the knowledge I have discovered. I
couldn’t find another book written in English which not only
gives literal translations of French idioms and examples of
their usage but also explains the origins and the cultural
significance of them, so I decided to write the book myself. I
am sure you will find my enthusiasm contagious!
I acknowledge the endless patience of my French pen friend
and teaching colleague, Florence Pierrard. She has overseen
the writing of this book and has made sure that the French I
have used sounds natural to native ears. Many thanks also go
to Christian Voleau, Michel Meslin, Catherine Pettet and
Jennifer Pettet.
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Because the French language is rich in figurative expressions, I
had to decide upon an area to focus my attentions and I chose
the world of work. The themes of success and failure,
struggling, facing difficulties and resolving problems are all
common to our everyday experiences. You might be a sports
enthusiast who wants to encourage others to keep trying and
not to give up. You might want to complain about a builder
who is lazy, or thank someone who has helped you and tell
them you “owe them one”. You will want to understand when
your French neighbours are telling you how hard they work
or how they are taking it easy now they have retired. We all
need the language of business, whether we are negotiating a
multimillion-pound deal or trying to get a bargain from a
market stallholder. This book is aimed at anyone who wants
to understand the French and the French language better,
whether they work in an office in Paris or not. Throughout
this text I have assumed that my readers already have a fairly
good grasp of the French language and know basic
pronunciation.
In choosing these particular two hundred expressions, I have
tried to select those which are current and well-known. I
asked the opinion of many native French speakers and was
guided by their answers. The challenge has been that not
every French person knows every French expression – ask an
English-speaking teenager if they have heard of a list of
English idioms and it’s quite possible they won’t know a large
number of them. I have chosen expressions I have heard
commonly in spoken conversations with French adults; they
appear in films and television programmes or have been read
in contemporary novels, newspapers and websites or in










personal correspondence with my French pen friends. I
apologize in advance if you try using one of these expressions
and it is not recognized or understood. It is always a good
idea to have another way of saying the same thing up your
sleeve!
It is important to know which expressions are appropriate in
which situations – you don’t want to shock your new friends
or colleagues by using a vulgar term when you were aiming
for politeness! For that reason, I have used asterisks to show
levels of informality or vulgarity.
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Les connaissances – knowledge
x

No asterisk = safe to use in any situation
* = colloquial but acceptable in polite circles

apprendre ou connaître les ficelles du métier* – to learn
or to know the ropes*

Literally: to learn or to know the strings of the job

** = very colloquial, use with care
Three asterisks would be considered very vulgar. Though I
make some mention of swearwords, I have chosen not to
include the more vulgar expressions here because they often
sound very odd coming out of the mouths of foreigners.
I hope you share my curiosity and enjoy delving into the
origin of some of the expressions. The artist, Tamsin Edwards,
has illustrated the literal meaning of over 150 expressions to
help you to memorize them.
Don’t miss out the quiz sections. They might be a bit of a
challenge but be brave! You can always use a dictionary to
look up any new words you meet there. If you do well on the
tests, you know you are making progress.
Amuse-toi bien!
Clare


Il a passé sa jeunesse dans l’usine de son père, ce qui lui a permis
d’apprendre les ficelles du métier d’industriel.
He spent his youth in his father’s factory, which allowed him
to learn the ropes of the manufacturing industry.










Whereas the English expression “to know the ropes” seems to
have a nautical origin, to do with knowing the ropes on a ship,
the French expression is not connaître les cordes, ‘the ropes’, but
connaître les ficelles, ‘the strings’. Georges Planelles does not
mention boats in his discussion of the subject on his excellent
website, Expressio. He suggests that the origin might have
been to do with the strings of a puppet and knowing which
ones to pull. He explains that, in the olden days, the word
ficelle was linked to deception: faire de la ficelle à quelqu’un
meant ‘to deceive somebody’; une vieille ficelle was ‘a crafty
old devil’ and tirer les ficelles (‘to pull the strings’) is ‘to
manipulate’.
According to Expressio, connaître les ficelles du métier used
to have a negative meaning, such as ‘to know the crude tricks
of a trade’, but these days it is no longer an expression of
disapproval and just means ‘to know the basics of a job’.

x

apprendre sur le tas – to learn on the job or as one goes
along

Literally: to learn on the pile

J’ai dû apprendre mon métier sur le tas. Je n’ai pas fait d’études ni de
formation particulière.

Why “to learn on the pile”? The word tas had the meaning in
the 17th century of ‘a building under construction’ or ‘stones
that one cuts in the place where they will be used’. It follows
that you could learn your job sur le tas or “in the place where
you are working”.

I had to learn my trade on the job. I didn’t study or do any
particular training.

x

avoir plus d’une corde à son arc – to have more than
one string to one’s bow; to have more than one means











of reaching one’s goal; to be capable of doing several
things
Literally: to have several strings to one’s bow

Je peux vous faire les traductions en anglais et aussi en allemand. Eh
oui, j’ai plus d’une corde à mon arc !
I can do you the translations into English and into German
too. Ah yes, I have more than one string to my bow!

Demandez à Mme Roussel. Elle connaît la question sur le bout des
doigts.
Ask Mrs Roussel. She knows the subject inside out.

We are not talking about having more than one string
attached to a bow at the same time because that really
wouldn’t help you to hit your target. However, as Planelles
points out, the clever archer would have at least one other
string ready in case the first one snapped, so if his first
attempt failed, he could try again with a new one. He could
try in more than one way to attain his goal.
This expression dates from the 13th century, where it started
out as avoir deux cordes à son arc. In the 17th century it
became our modern version, avoir plus d’une corde à son arc
or avoir plusieurs cordes à son arc.

x

connaître ou savoir sur le bout du doigt ou des doigts –
to know off pat* or backwards or inside out

Literally: to know on the tip of the finger or the fingers

It seems that the origin of this expression is disputed, so
failing consensus from the experts, let’s go with the most
likely explanation. If someone knows a subject really well and
they sit down to write about it, the knowledge seems to come
pouring out from the tips of the fingers almost without effort.
And if a master carpenter picks up a piece of wood to turn, his
fingers are so used to performing the necessary actions, that it
seems that all his knowledge and experience is concentrated
in the tips of his fingers.

There is a very good French film, a psychological thriller,
called “Sur le bout des doigts”, which was made in 2001. It is
about the relationship between a jealous mother and her
daughter, a child prodigy, who is an excellent pianist.











x

éclairer la lanterne de quelqu’un – to enlighten
somebody

Literally: to light somebody’s lantern

When you understand nothing of what is going on around
you, you might well say you are “in the dark” but if someone
comes along and gives you the missing information you need
to make sense of things, then you might say they have “lit
your mental lantern” or “enlightened” you, enabling you to
see everything clearly.

x

être à même de faire quelque chose – to be able or to be
in a position to do something

Literally: to be equal to doing something
Je ne comprends pas ces accusations. Est-ce que quelqu’un peut
éclairer ma lanterne ?
I don’t understand these accusations. Can someone enlighten
me?

Je suis la seule personne à même de comprendre ce qu’il dit,
tellement son accent est fort.
I’m the only person able to understand what he’s saying, his
accent is so thick.

This expression comes from a fable by Jean-Pierre Clarisse de
Florian (1755-1794) called “Le singe qui montre la lanterne
magique”. It tells the story of a monkey whose master travelled
the fairs with a magic lantern to entertain the public. The
magic lantern was a device popular in the 17th century which
shone light through painted glass and projected enlarged
images onto a screen to the great delight of the audience.
One day the monkey decided to put on a show for his animal
friends, only he forgot to actually light the lantern, so they
saw nothing of the marvels he was describing to them. Of
course, his audience needed the lantern to be lit to understand
the show.

x

être au courant de quelque chose – to know about
something

Literally: to be in the current of something

Par les fonctions qu’elle a occupées, elle est au courant de beaucoup
de choses qui pourraient nous être utiles.
Through the posts she has occupied, she knows about lots of
things which could be of use to us.
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x

être dans la course* ; ne plus être dans la course* – to be
in the picture*; to be out of touch

être dans le coup – to be in on it*; to know all about it;
to know what’s what

Literally: to be in the race; to be no longer in the race

Literally: to be in the blow

Elle n’est plus dans la course depuis longtemps, mais elle ne le voit
pas.

Demandez à Adèle ce que signifient tous ces acronymes. Elle est
dans le coup.

She’s been out of touch for a long time, but she doesn’t see it.

Ask Adèle what all these acronyms mean. She knows what’s
what.

Etre dans le coup can also mean ‘to be with it*’ or ‘to be hip*’.
François Ozon made a terrific film in 2002 called “8 Femmes”,
set in the 1950s or early 60s and starring, amongst others,
Catherine Deneuve, Isabelle Huppert and Emmanuelle Béart.
In it, the man of the house is found with a knife in his back
and a murder mystery develops where all eight women are
suspects.
Each of the characters bursts into song at some point or other
in the movie. One of the daughters, Catharine, played by
Ludivine Sagnier, sings “Papa t’es pas dans l’coup”
accompanied by a great dance routine. The song was
originally released by the singer Sheila in 1963.
Etre dans la course and ne plus être dans la course are also
used in the sense of ‘to be in the running’ or ‘to be out of the
running’ in the context of a candidate in an election.

x

je me coucherai moins bête ce soir ; je mourrai moins
bête – you learn something new every day; you live
and learn

Literally: I will go to bed less stupid tonight; I will die less
stupid










« Saviez-vous qu’au début du XXe siècle, tous les jours à midi pile,
on tirait le canon depuis la tour Eiffel ?
– Eh ben, je mourrai moins bête ! »

There’s a great French website and Facebook page called “Se
Coucher Moins Bête” which is full of interesting facts. Take a
look! Tu te coucheras moins bête !

“Did you know that at the beginning of the 20th century, a
cannon was fired from the Eiffel Tower at exactly midday?”
x

“Well, you learn something new every day!”

savoir, c’est pouvoir (proverbe) – knowledge is power
(proverb)

Literally: knowledge is power or to know is to be able

La recette exacte de notre bière ne doit pas tomber entre les mains de
nos concurrents. Savoir, c’est pouvoir !
The exact recipe for our beer must not fall into the hands of
our competitors. Knowledge is power!

This proverb is usually attributed to the English philosopher
and scientist, Francis Bacon (1561-1626). It was he who created
the scientific method, the idea that all hypotheses and theories
must be tested against observations of the natural world,
rather than resting solely on reasoning, intuition or revelation.
However, neither the English version nor the French version is
a direct quotation from his writing but an approximate
translation from something he wrote in Latin, and in fact, the
cliché of knowledge being power goes back much further than
Bacon into antiquity.











x

si c’est toujours dans tes cordes – if you are still up to
it; if it’s still in your line

Literally: if it is still in your chords
J’ai une faveur à te demander, une petite enquête, si c’est toujours
dans tes cordes.
I have a favour to ask of you, a small enquiry, if it’s still in
your line.

you meant that something was not within your singing range.
The meaning then expanded to other areas and is now used to
mean ‘I’m not up to it’ or ‘it’s not in my line’.

Être ingénieux et profiter au maximum– being
resourceful and making the most of things

x

faire feu de tout bois – to use any means available

Literally: to make fire of any wood

Ils font feu de tout bois pour produire les millions de smartphones
dont ils ont besoin. Ils viennent d’ouvrir une usine en Chine.
They are using any means available to produce the millions of
smartphones needed. They have just opened a factory in
China.

Notice that the French word corde is translated here literally as
‘chord’ rather than ‘rope’ or ‘string’ because the origin of this
expression has more to do with the vocal chords than with
ropes. In the 19th century corde meant ‘the sound produced by
the vocal chords’ and if you said, “ce n’est pas dans mes cordes”

If you are really cold, you’ll burn anything you can or you’ll
use any means available to keep warm. There is another
expression which is used less often, faire flèche de tout bois,
‘to make arrow from any wood’, which has the same meaning.
This expression goes right back to the 17th century. Planelles
suggests that a hungry hunter, who ran out of arrows before
catching his dinner, might well have grabbed any nearlystraight branch and hacked off a few leaves to make what he
needed.











x

manger à tous les râteliers – to cash in* on all sides; to
run with the hare and hunt with the hounds; to take
personal benefit from all possible situations without
scruples

Literally: to eat at all the racks

Toutes les techniques sont bonnes pour faire du profit – ils mangent
à tous les râteliers.
They’ll try any method to gain some benefit – they are cashing
in on all sides.

Did you know that un râtelier is a set of false teeth in colloquial
French? Not that that has anything to do with the râtelier in
this expression. Le râtelier is also the rack that horses feed
from. One greedy horse, seeing food available in its
neighbour’s rack, might well push his nose into that rack, as
well as eating from his own. And what about humans? Well, if
a person is determined to make money wherever he can, he
might well try to tap every possible source of income, even if
his actions might be seen by others to be unscrupulous.
The expression was used in Les Trois Mousquetaires by
Alexandre Dumas in 1849 (you can download the whole book
for free from Project Gutenberg):
« Mon cher, soyez mousquetaire ou abbé, soyez l'un ou l'autre, mais
pas l'un et l'autre, reprit Porthos. Tenez, Athos vous l'a dit encore
l'autre jour : vous mangez à tous les râteliers. »











“My dear, be a musketeer or an abbot, be one or the other, but
not both,” continued Porthos. “Look, Athos told you again the
other day: you are cashing in on both sides.”

x

se débrouiller ou faire avec les moyens du bord – to
cope as best as one can with what’s available; to make
do and mend

The D in système D stands for débrouille or débrouillardise. The
verb se débrouiller means ‘to manage’ or ‘to cope’. Système D is
often used to describe the culture of a whole group of people,
perhaps in developing countries, who get by in very difficult
circumstances through sheer resourcefulness, living day to
day with whatever is to hand.

Literally: to cope or to do with the means of the edge
x
Pour limiter les frais de lancement, j’ai essayé de me débrouiller
avec les moyens du bord.

tirer le meilleur parti de quelque chose – to make the
most or the best of something

Literally: to pull the best part from something

To limit the start-up costs, I tried to make do with what I had
available.
Il fallait tirer le meilleur parti possible d’une mauvaise situation.
x

système D – resourcefulness

We had to make the best of a bad situation.

Literally: D system

« Comment allez-vous vous débrouiller ?
– Système D. Je vais vendre les objets d’art de mes parents sur
leboncoin. »
“How are you going to manage?”

Note that we are dealing with the masculine noun here, le
parti. Le parti is the word used for a political party, an option
or a course of action, or is used in expressions to do with
taking advantage. La partie, on the other hand, is the word for
a part or an amount (amongst other uses). It is worth
exploring a good dictionary to see the differences.

“Resourcefulness. I’m going to sell my parents’ antiques on
leboncoin (auction website).”

La diplomatie et la prise de décision – diplomacy and


decision making










x

choisir entre la peste et le choléra – to have to choose
one of two bad options; to be between a rock and a
hard place; to choose between the devil and the deep
blue sea

Literally: to be sitting between two chairs; to have the bum
between two chairs; to be seated with the bum between two
chairs

Literally: to choose between the plague and cholera

Il faut que je vote pour le réaménagement d’une ville, mais je suis
assis entre deux chaises parce que je vis dans l’une de ces villes et
travaille dans l’autre.

Puisque ni l’une ni l’autre des solutions ne me convient réellement,
je dois choisir entre la peste et le choléra.

I have to vote for the redevelopment of one town, but I’m
caught between two stools because I live in one of these towns
and I work in the other.

Since neither one nor the other solution really suits me, I have
to choose one of two bad options.

x

être assis entre deux chaises ; avoir le cul entre deux
chaises** ; être assis le cul entre deux chaises** – to be
caught between two stools; to be in a difficult
predicament











If you have ever had to squeeze yourself in to sit between two
chairs so your buttocks can feel the hard edges of both seats,
you will know how uncomfortable it can be!

Do you know the brain-teaser about the boatman who wants
to transport across a river a fox, a goose and a bag of beans? A
French variation of this puzzle involves a goat, a wolf and a
cabbage. The problem is that the boatman can carry only
himself and one other item, and if he leaves the goat and the
cabbage together, the goat will eat the cabbage, and if he
leaves the wolf and the goat together, the wolf will eat the
goat. This puzzle is the origin of this expression, which has
been around for a very long time.

x

ménager la chèvre et le chou – to keep both parties
sweet*

Literally: to handle carefully the goat and the cabbage

For those of you who are still struggling, here is the answer:
First take the goat and leave it on the far bank.
Next go back for the wolf and leave it on the far bank but
bring back the goat.
Then take the cabbage to the far bank.
Finally go back for the goat and bring that across last.

Soucieuse de ne pas se faire d’ennemis, la direction a ménagé la
chèvre et le chou.
Worried about making enemies, management have kept both
parties sweet.
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1. Tiens, je ne savais pas ça ! Je me coucherai … bête ce soir !
a) moins
b) plus
c) aussi

2. Voici quelques chants populaires à connaître sur le bout des …
a) mains.
b) doigts.
c) ongles.

3. Le chef du Parti fait n’importe quoi pour avoir des votes. Quel
opportunisme ! Il mange à …
a) toutes les mangeoires.
b) tous les râteliers.
c) tous les râteaux.

4. Je ne sais pas quoi choisir. Je suis assise entre deux ...
a) tabourets.
b) chaises.
c) selles.

5. Je suis la seule personne dans ce bureau … même de remplir ce
fichier comme il faut.
a) à
b) au
c) à la

6. Marlène a gagné un concours de dessin et un concours de
mathématiques. Elle a plus d’une corde à son...
a) violon.
b) arc.
c) arche.

7. Pour vendre leur nouveau film, ils ont fait feu de … bois : les
réseaux sociaux, la publicité télévisée, les bandes annonces sur
internet et les interviews à la radio.
a) tous les
b) tout
c) tout leur

8. Il connaît bien l’art de la diplomatie. Il sait ménager ...
a) la chèvre et le loup.
b) le chou et le loup.
c) la chèvre et le chou.

9. Il a besoin d’apprendre les … du métier pour être efficace.
a) fils
b) cordons
c) ficelles











10. Qui pourrait m’aider avec ce travail ? Tiens, ça serait tout à fait
dans les … de Marianne !
a) coudes
b) cordes
c) cordons

15. Nous ne sommes pas riches. Il faut tirer … des ressources
disponibles.
a) la meilleure partie
b) le meilleur pari
c) le meilleur parti

11. J’ai dû apprendre mon métier sur …
a) le tas.
b) les bras.
c) le chat.

16. Je veux que vous vous renseigniez sur nos concurrents. …
a) Pouvoir, c’est savoir.
b) Savoir, c’est devoir.
c) Savoir, c’est pouvoir.

12. Je cherche à comprendre. Quelqu’un peut éclairer …
a) ma lanterne ?
b) ma chandelle ?
c) mon ampoule ?

17. Les budgets sont restreints, donc il faut se débrouiller avec les
moyens …
a) à bord.
b) d’abord.
c) du bord.

13. Ayant passé cinq ans au chômage, elle n’est plus dans…. Elle
devra faire un stage.
a) le court.
b) la course.
c) la court.

18. Je vais voter, même si je dois choisir entre la peste et …
a) le choléra.
b) le sida.
c) le paludisme.

14. En tant que ministre, il est … de certains détails concernant les
activités du gouvernement.
a) à la couronne
b) au courrier
c) au courant

19. « Comment vit-elle ?
– Système … »
a) B.
b) D.
c) Deux.











20. Je suis désolée, je ne peux pas vous parler des intentions de la
direction. Je ne suis pas …
a) dans la poche.
b) au coup.
c) dans le coup.
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1.

a

11. a

2.

b

12. a

3.

b

13. b

4.

b

14. c

5.

a

15. c

6.

b

16. c

7.

b

17. c

8.

c

18. a

9.

c

19. b

10. b

20. c







